Greater understanding of the structure-property relationships contributing to exceptional strength and plasticity in nanoscale materials is vital for the continued miniaturization of electron and MEMS devices [1] . Recent innovations have enabled in-situ investigations of mechanical properties in the TEM at a size scale where a material's defect density can approach zero, allowing intrinsic material properties to be studied. Silicon, being a ubiquitous component of micro-devices, has been studied extensively via ex-situ [2, 3] and in-situ [4, 5] [6, 7] were synthesized in a flow-through plasma reactor and deposited directly onto sapphire wedges. NCs were compressed at a strain rate of 10 -2 s -1 by a flat diamond tip of a Hysitron PI95 Picolndenter modified for improved lateral stability. ZLP-filtered images were acquired using the tv-rate CCD of a Gatan GIF 2002 attached to an FEI Tecnai F30 (S)TEM operating at 200 keV. Specimens transferred quickly to the TEM remained oxide-free while delays allowed a 1-2 nm oxide to form, enabling H-terminated and oxide-passivated NCs to be studied. To provide contrast of the {111}< 11 0 > slip system, the NC was rotated for view along its [100] or [110] zone axis. Displacement and contact width were measured in-situ and fitted assuming a circular contact area to determine the true stress and strain.
Greater understanding of the structure-property relationships contributing to exceptional strength and plasticity in nanoscale materials is vital for the continued miniaturization of electron and MEMS devices [1] . Recent innovations have enabled in-situ investigations of mechanical properties in the TEM at a size scale where a material's defect density can approach zero, allowing intrinsic material properties to be studied. Silicon, being a ubiquitous component of micro-devices, has been studied extensively via ex-situ [2, 3] and in-situ [4, 5] [6, 7] were synthesized in a flow-through plasma reactor and deposited directly onto sapphire wedges. NCs were compressed at a strain rate of 10 -2 s -1 by a flat diamond tip of a Hysitron PI95 Picolndenter modified for improved lateral stability. ZLP-filtered images were acquired using the tv-rate CCD of a Gatan GIF 2002 attached to an FEI Tecnai F30 (S)TEM operating at 200 keV. Specimens transferred quickly to the TEM remained oxide-free while delays allowed a 1-2 nm oxide to form, enabling H-terminated and oxide-passivated NCs to be studied. To provide contrast of the {111}< 11 0 > slip system, the NC was rotated for view along its [100] or [110] zone axis. Displacement and contact width were measured in-situ and fitted assuming a circular contact area to determine the true stress and strain. Additional strain resulted in motion of these bands, believed to be prismatic loops, away from the stress concentration. A load drop occurred at 20% strain, point B, associated with the formation of sharp slip bands originating at the center of the NC and extending along the {111} planes to the NC corner, Fig. 2d . The upper yield point was followed by a period of softening attributed to the ability of dislocations to escape through the NC corners, owing to their slight truncation. As the strain was increased beyond Point C, the corners became constrained by the sapphire, trapping dislocations and building a back stress that contributed to work hardening, Fig. 2e .
Work is ongoing to interpret post-mortem HR-TEM images and CBED patterns to better understand the deformation mechanisms. In-situ recordings of slip bands growing across the NC suggest dislocation velocity can be measured directly. Load-controlled compressions are also being performed to examine residual strain and reverse plasticity and to better understand the strengthening role of the native oxide. 
